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TEXT: Psalm 8:5 "Yet Thou hast made him little less than God and dost
crown him with glory and honor."

I don't think I have ever preached a sermon that was more eagerly
awaited than the one you are about to hear. Apparently last Sunday's
message, entitled "Thou Shalt Love Thyself", struck an especially
responsive chord among those who heard it. And, judging by your comments,
so did my promise to speak today on "how to do it."

That response, though gratifying, doesn't really surprise me. Nothing
stands out more clearly in my experience as a pastor than the almost
universal human thirst for self-acceptance. And recent psychological
works, whether popular or technical, secular or theological, tell me that
my own experience is shared'J'y many others. More than ever before, those
who deal with people are aware of three things: 1) that, in order to be
happy and to function effectively one must have a reasonable self-esteem;
2) that a great many people simply do not have it; and 3) that, in response
to this need, many people today are desperately searching. Searching for
something to fill their emptiness, or, failing that, to divert their
attention from it.

Their very desperation, however, calls for a word, or words, of
caution. One obvious concern is that desperate people sometime seek
fulfillment—or at least distraction—in the wrong places; places like
drugs, sex, work, and recreation. Not that there's anything wrong with
these things. In its proper place, each has an appropriate function. But
each can also be abused, and often is. A second complication is our all
too human desire for a quick fix; for simple, fast, and easy answers to
difficult and complex problems. It would be nice, of course, if such .
remedies existed, but they don't. And we need to remember that, lest we
find ourselves too quickly impatient and frustrated by our progress. That
doesn't mean, however, that there are no answers. There are things that we
can do about our self-esteem. Things that help. And this morning, I would
like to share some of them with you, not as panaceas, but as steps in the
right direction.

The first step is to accept the fact that self-love is all right;
that God not only permits self-esteem, but actually encourages it. I'm not
going to spend much time on that this morning because I dealt with it
extensively last week. (If you happened to miss it then, you can pick up a
copy at the church office.) But let me just restate the main point since
everything else depends upon it. Self-love is not only acceptable, it's a
psychological and theological necessity. Without love for one's self, we
cannot truly love others—not even God.

In spite of what we've all been taught, self-love is not conceit or
selfishness. It's not wrong. It is very right and is part of God's will
for each of us. That may not be easy for some to accept since we've long
been told just the opposite. And you may have to keep trying to convince
yourself until you can finally believe it. Constant repetition is probably
the way you learned to believe self-love is wrong. And it is the only way
you will ever believe that it is right.






